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Abstract Our sophisticated thoughts and behaviors are

based on the miraculous development of our complex

nervous network system, in which many different types of

proteins and signaling cascades are regulated in a tempo-

rally and spatially ordered manner. Here we review our

recent attempts to grasp the principles of nervous system

development in terms of general cellular phenomena and

molecules, such as volume-regulated anion channels,

intracellular Ca2? and cyclic nucleotide signaling, the

Npas4 transcription factor and the FLRT family of axon

guidance molecules. We also present an example illus-

trating that the same FLRT family may regulate the

development of vascular networks as well. The aim of this

review is to open up new vistas for understanding the

intricacy of nervous and vascular system development.

Keywords Nervous system development � Anion

channel � Intracellular signaling � Transcription factor �
Axon guidance � Vascular system development

Introduction

The nervous system has a complex but highly organized

structure, providing the basis for our complex and sophis-

ticated thoughts and behaviors. The development of the

nervous network system is thus nothing short of a miracle,

with many different kinds of proteins and signaling cas-

cades being up- and downregulated in a temporally and

spatially ordered manner during this process. One effective

approach to gaining an understanding of the principles of

nervous system development is to explore commonalities

and variations in general cellular phenomena and mole-

cules. In this review, we focus on the functions of ion

channels, intracellular calcium ion (Ca2?) and cyclic

nucleotide signaling, transcription factors and axon guid-

ance molecules to understand the rules of nervous system

development. Interestingly, we also describe how some of

these rules are applicable to the development of vascular

networks as well. Our aim is to open up new vistas for

understanding the intricacy of nervous and vascular system

development.
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Roles of volume-regulated anion channels
during neuronal migration in the developing brain

During proliferation, migration, neurite extension and

retraction, among other processes, the cell volume of

developing neurons changes dynamically. Cell volume

regulation is an essential function in all types of cell and is

achieved through regulation of the net influx or efflux of

solutes, which is accompanied by passive water movement,

across the plasma membrane. The volume-sensitive out-

wardly rectifying (VSOR) anion channel is a major regu-

lator of anion flux during cell volume regulation and is

present on all types of vertebrate cells as the most dominant

form of volume-regulated anion channels [1–5]. The

VSOR channel is activated in response to cell swelling

induced by hypotonic or excitotoxic stimuli or, alterna-

tively, to receptor activation without cell swelling. Opening

of the channel provides anions, mainly chloride ions (Cl-),

with a pathway through the cell membrane, which in turn

may induce either the net influx or net efflux of solutes

across the membrane with the help of the electrochemical

driving forces of other cations, such as sodium (Na?) ions

for influx or potassium ions (K?) for efflux; this process

results in an increase or a decrease in cell volume,

respectively. The VSOR channel is also permeable to

excitatory amino acids, such as glutamate and aspartate,

and as such may also play a role in signaling between

adjacent cells, especially in the central nervous system

(CNS) [5, 6]. Activation of the VSOR channel through

triggering by receptor activation is regulated in the

immediate vicinity of the activated receptor molecules. In

earlier studies carried out by our group (T. Akita) in

astrocytes, this activation was found to be mediated by

Ca2?-dependent kinases that are activated in regions con-

taining a very high concentration of intracellular Ca2?

within nanometers of the Ca2?-permeable ion channels—

the so-called Ca2? nanodomains [7, 8]. This mechanism

provides a basis for selective activation of a limited number

of VSOR channels located on a part of the cell surface

where a small number of receptors are locally activated,

and it is this local activation which may drive the changes

in local cell volume required for morphological changes of

the cell [5].

Biophysical and pharmacological characteristics of the

VSOR anion channel differ somewhat between cell and

tissue types [3, 5]. These characteristics and the roles of

the channel have been well explored in the mature CNS,

whereas they are still poorly understood in the immature

nervous system [5]. Critical roles of the VSOR anion

channel in cell proliferation, migration, differentiation

and programmed cell death have been elucidated during

development in other biological systems [9–11], strongly

indicating that it also plays critical roles during nervous

system development, as recently found during cerebral

cortex development. There are two major streams of

neuronal migration in the developing cortex: tangential

migration of gamma-aminobutyric acid (GABA)ergic

interneurons originating from the ganglionic eminences

in the ventral forebrain and radial migration of gluta-

matergic pyramidal and spiny stellate neurons from the

adjacent ventricular zone lining the dorsal telencephalic

ventricles in the fetal brain (Fig. 1a). It has long been

suggested that GABA released from migrating interneu-

rons regulates the speed of radial migration of gluta-

matergic neurons [12–15]. We recently confirmed that

blockade of GABAA receptors with SR95531 accelerates

radial migration [16], leading to the conclusion that

activation of GABAA receptors slows the migration,

presumably for proper development of the cerebral cor-

tex. Interestingly, we further found that the major

endogenous agonist of GABAA receptors during the

radial migration is taurine released through the VSOR

channels from neurons—and not GABA [16]. Taurine is

known to act as an agonist of the receptors for glycine

and GABA [17–19]. In the mature brain, the cytoplasm

of both neurons and glia contain taurine at concentra-

tions of 10–20 mM [20], whereas in the embryonic brain

the taurine content is five- to tenfold higher [21, 22]. We

also observed that taurine is enriched in the marginal

zone (MZ) and in the subplate (SP) of the fetal neo-

cortex [16] (Fig. 1b), suggesting that both the Cajal-

Retzius neuron in the MZ and the SP neuron secrete

taurine. Permeability of the VSOR channel to taurine has

been demonstrated in mature neurons and glia [23–26]

and, more recently, also in neural stem/progenitor cells

obtained from both embryonic and adult brains [21].

However, the mechanism of just how VSOR channels

are activated to release taurine during the radial migra-

tion is not yet resolved. Activation of GABAA receptor

Cl- channels depolarizes the membrane of migrating

embryonic neurons due to their reversal voltage for Cl-

being higher than their resting membrane voltage [27],

and this induces the opening of voltage-gated Ca2?

channels and intracellular oscillatory Ca2? signaling [12,

15, 27]. If the VSOR channels located at the leading

edges of migrating neurons are activated through Ca2?

nanodomains of the oscillatory signaling process, the

resulting Cl- efflux with the help of K? efflux would

promote shrinkage of the edges. Therefore, taurine-me-

diated GABAA receptor activation might enhance VSOR
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channel activation at the edges of migrating neurons

when the edges reach the taurine-rich regions, and this

might put a brake on the migration (‘‘VSOR channel

hypothesis’’; Fig. 1b).

As a regulator of cell volume and intercellular signaling,

the VSOR anion channel is likely to play important roles

not only in radial migration, but also in tangential migra-

tion, proliferation and differentiation of the networks of

neurons and glia in the developing brain. It has been

demonstrated that normal brain assembly in embryos,

including cortical layer formation, axonal fiber projection

and morphological synapse formation, depends on neuro-

transmitters that must be released through as yet uniden-

tified mechanisms that differ from vesicular exocytosis [28,

29]. Therefore, exploring in detail the modes of activation

of the VSOR channel and how these relate to the devel-

oping processes would shed light on the mystery of fetal

brain development in the near future.

Control of neuronal migration by extrinsic
and intrinsic programs through modulating Ca21

and cyclic nucleotide signaling

Newborn neurons often exhibit spontaneous elevations of

intracellular Ca2? level. In this section, T. Kumada dis-

cusses results showing that both extrinsically and intrin-

sically determined patterns of intracellular Ca2?

fluctuations and their interactions with cyclic nucleotide

signaling control the speed, mode and direction of neu-

ronal migration. Komuro and Rakic originally demon-

strated the relationship between Ca2? fluctuations and

neuronal migration using time-lapse Ca2? imaging of

granule cells migrating from a microexplant of the post-

natal cerebellum in culture [30]. These authors noted that

the amplitude and frequency of Ca2? transients in isolated

granule cells are positively correlated with the rate of cell

movement. In the cerebellar tissue, granule cells change

their mode of migration during their trajectory; after they

tangentially migrate at the fastest rate in the external

granular layer, they change the direction from tangential

to radial toward the internal granular layer, where they

terminate their migration [31] (Fig. 2a). Using cerebellar

slice culture preparations, Kumada and Komuro con-

firmed that granule cells exhibited distinct patterns of

Ca2? transients and rates of cell movement in different

cerebellar cortical layers, that the frequency of Ca2?

transients was indeed positively correlated with the

migration speed during the whole trajectory and finally

that the Ca2? transients ceased before termination of their

bFig. 1 Two major routes of neuronal migration and the volume-

sensitive outwardly rectifying (VSOR) channel hypothesis in the

developing cerebral cortex. a Schematic of the routes of radial

migration of glutamatergic neurons (black arrows) originating from

the ventricular zone (VZ) and tangential migration of gamma-

aminobutyric acid (GABA) ergic interneurons (gray arrows) from

the lateral and medial ganglionic eminences (LGE and MGE,

respectively). A half of a coronal section of the forebrain at about

embryonic days 15–17 (E15–17) in mice is depicted. The dashed box

indicates the region discussed in b. b ‘‘VSOR channel hypothesis’’

during the radial migration. Taurine is released through VSOR anion

channels from the cells, particularly those located in the marginal

zone (MZ) and the subplate (SP) [16]. Most of newly born

glutamatergic neurons in the VZ at this embryonic stage migrate

along the vertical fibers of the radial glial cells (leftmost column).

When the leading edges of migrating neurons reach the taurine-rich

SP zone (middle column) and MZ (rightmost column), taurine binds to

and activates GABAA receptors (GABAAR) in the migrating neurons

[16], and this increases the frequency of oscillatory rises in the

intracellular calcium ion concentration ([Ca2?]i). It may be hypoth-

esized that these rises in [Ca2?]i would trigger VSOR channel

activation and the net efflux of chloride ions (Cl-), potassium ions

(K?) and water (H2O) across the cell membrane, thereby slowing

down the migration and shrinking the leading edges. CP Cortical

plate, IZ intermediate zone, SVZ subventricular zone
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migration [32, 33] (Fig. 2a). Increasing and decreasing the

frequency of Ca2? transients by experimentally altering

the Ca2? influx increased and decreased the migration

speed, respectively, and experimentally eliminating the

Ca2? transients induced a premature termination of

migration [32]. Thus, the results confirmed that the layer-

specific pattern of Ca2? transients controls the speed of

granule cell migration in each cortical layer. Similar

regulation has also been reported in tangentially migrating

GABAergic interneurons in the developing neocortex

[34]. However, in contrast to these observations, an

increase in Ca2? oscillation frequency has been shown to

induce termination of the radial migration of glutamater-

gic neurons in the developing neocortex [15, 35, 36].

Ca2? signaling dynamically interacts with the signaling

cascades mediated by other second messengers, such as

cyclic adenosine monophosphate (cAMP) [37]. By phar-

macologically manipulating cAMP and cyclic guanosine

monophosphate (cGMP) levels, our group revealed that

cAMP signaling acts as a brake on granule cell move-

ment, while cGMP signaling acts as an accelerator [38].

Activation of cAMP signaling decreases the frequency of

Ca2? transients, and this is one of the causes of the

decrease in granule cell motility, while activation of

cGMP signaling does not affect this frequency [39].

Depolarizing neuronal activity mediated by neurotrans-

mitters increases the frequency of Ca2? transients through

activation of voltage-gated Ca2? channels (VGCC), and

this may regulate neuronal development prior to synapto-

genesis [40, 41]. Komuro and Rakic were the first to show

that the N-type VGCC and the NMDA (N-methyl-D-as-

partate) subtype of glutamate receptor facilitate granule

cell migration in the cerebellar tissue [42, 43]. In immature

neurons, GABA also acts as an excitatory neurotransmitter

and increases the Ca2? transient frequency through VGCC

activation [15, 27, 35]. The excitatory GABA action is

based on raised intracellular Cl- concentrations due to Cl-

uptake through the Na?–K?–Cl- cotransporter 1 (NKCC1)

in immature neurons [44]. Developmental or experimental

expression of Cl--extruding K?–Cl- cotransporter 2

(KCC2) converts the excitatory action of GABA into an

inhibitory action, which reduces the Ca2? fluctuation fre-

quency and may vary the mode of neuronal migration [34,

45, 46]. This developmental switch in the action of GABA

is controlled by cell-intrinsic programs during neuronal

differentiation [47]. In addition to VGCC, the release of

Ca2? from internal Ca2? stores is also involved in the

regulation of neuronal migration [48]. Although Ca2?

signaling is known to play a pivotal role in organizing the

cytoskeleton, precise detailed knowledge of just how Ca2?

signaling determines the dynamic behavior of developing

neurons and the mode of neuronal migration is still lacking.

Fig. 2 Control of cerebellar granule cell migration by Ca2? transients

and cyclic nucleotide signaling in a layer-specific manner.

a Schematic diagram showing the relationship between the sequence

of cerebellar granule cell migration and the pattern of Ca2? transients.

1–5 enclosed within black circles Stages of granule cell differenti-

ation as it proceeds in ascending order along the migratory pathway: 1

the cell tangentially migrates at the fastest rate in the external granular

layer (EGL), 2 the cell changes the direction of migration from

tangential to radial, i.e. turns, in two different modes at the boundary

between EGL and the molecular layer (ML), 3 the cell radially

migrates along the Bergmann glial process, 4 the cell radially

migrates within the internal granular layer (IGL), 5 the cell completes

migration at the bottom of the IGL. Green arrow at each stage

indicates the direction of migration, and its length reflects the

migration speed. Red traces Typical patterns of Ca2? transients at

corresponding stage. The speed positively correlates with the

frequency of Ca2? transients. The mode of turning at stage 2 is

determined as shown in b. At stage 5, the migration terminates

approximately 10 min after loss of Ca2? transients. Dotted line in the

Ca2? trace Time of termination. b Different modes of granule cell

turning controlled by Ca2? and cyclic nucleotide signaling at stage 2.

Stimulating Ca2? release from internal Ca2? stores or cyclic

guanosine monophosphate (cGMP) signaling increases the occurrence

of L-shape turning, which is characterized by turning of the tip of the

leading process to a new direction. Movement of the soma follows the

direction of the tip turning. In contrast, increasing Ca2? influx via the

voltage-gated Ca2? channel (VGCC) or glutamate receptors (N-

methyl-D-aspartate receptor, NMDAR) or stimulating cyclic adeno-

sine monophosphate (cAMP) signaling increases the occurrence of T-

or Y-shape turning, characterized by bifurcation of the leading process

[55]. The relationship between the turning modes and the Ca2? or

cyclic nucleotide signaling is essentially the same as that in isolated

granule cells [55] (color figure online)
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External cues provided by axon guidance molecules are

also known to play important roles in neuronal migration.

Some guidance molecules, such as Slit, may induce Ca2?

elevation in the leading processes of migrating neurons in a

manner similar to that observed in axonal growth cones

[48–50]. Slit-2, a chemorepellent to cerebellar granule cell

migration, induces a propagating Ca2? wave from the

leading process to the soma, which is mediated by Ca2?-

induced Ca2? release from the internal stores [49]. Sonic

hedgehog, another guidance molecule, also acts as an

important trigger of Ca2? signaling-mediated neural

activity, inducing neuronal differentiation [51]. These

processes suggest the importance of links between indi-

vidual external cues and distinct modes of Ca2? signaling.

At specific turning points, the migrating neurons may

change their responsiveness to an external cue, as seen in

axonal guidance [52]. Interestingly, the intracellular bal-

ance between Ca2? levels and different cyclic nucleotide

signaling activities may determine the responsiveness of

the migrating neuron to a guidance cue. For example, in

embryonic spinal neurons of Xenopus laevis, a higher ratio

of cAMP/cGMP in response to netrin-1 binding to DCC

(deleted in colorectal cancer) increases Ca2? currents

through VGCCs and intracellular Ca2? release, resulting in

growth cones being attracted to the guidance cue, whereas

a lower ratio in response to netrin-1 binding to the DCC–

Unc5 complex decreases the Ca2? currents and Ca2?

release, resulting in repulsion from the cue [53].

In addition to external cues, which are essential for the

selection of migratory paths, cell-intrinsic programs also

control neuronal migration. The speed and mode of

migration of isolated granule cells dynamically change

even without cell–cell contact and in the absence of

external guidance cues [54, 55]. The migrating isolated

cells exhibit autonomous changes in the direction of

migration (i.e. turning) and in the shape of their leading and

trailing edges. The changes can be subdivided into several

distinct modes of turning, and the cellular morphology in

each mode is similar to that observed in the cerebellar

tissue [55] (Fig. 2b). Thus, the changes must be regulated

by cell-intrinsic (internal clock) programs, and we have

found that Ca2? and cyclic nucleotide signaling cascades

are also involved in these programs [39, 55]. For example,

in isolated granule cells, the frequency of Ca2? transients,

which positively correlates with their migration rate,

depends on the elapsed time after plating, and termination

of their migration is always preceded by a loss of Ca2?

transients, as occurs after 50–60 h of migration in the

cerebellar tissue [32] (Fig. 2a). Importantly, experimental

manipulations of Ca2? and cyclic nucleotide signaling

pathways in isolated cells vary the speed of migration, the

frequency of turning and the preference for a turning mode

in the same way as in the tissue [55] (Fig. 2b). Thus, the

Ca2? and cyclic nucleotide signaling cascades driven by

intrinsic programs regulate the autonomous turnings of

migrating granule cells in isolated conditions. The mech-

anism by which the intrinsic programs drive the signaling

cascades, however, remains to be elucidated. The autono-

mous changes in Ca2? and cyclic nucleotide signaling by

intrinsic programs suggest that the programs may also

affect the role of external guidance molecules in directing

neuronal migration through regulating the basal activity of

these signaling pathways. The mechanism of just how

intrinsic programs interact with external cues through Ca2?

and cyclic nucleotide signaling is an important issue which

needs to be addressed.

Taken together, Ca2? and cyclic nucleotide signaling

not only mediate the responses to external guidance cues,

but they also modulate the responsiveness to guidance cues

and control neuronal migration even in the absence of

external cues based on cell-intrinsic programs. The intrin-

sic programs may change the role of external guidance

molecules by altering Ca2? and cyclic nucleotide signaling

pathways. Thus, both the speed and the fate of neuronal

development must be determined by orchestrated interac-

tions between intrinsic programs and external cues through

Ca2? and cyclic nucleotide signaling.

Transcription factor neuronal Per/Arnt/Sim
domain protein 4 (Npas4) regulates sensory
experience-dependent development of dendritic
spines in newborn olfactory bulb interneurons

Sensory experience regulates neural development in a

variety of species and in various brain structures, including

the cortex, hippocampus and olfactory bulb (OB) [56–59].

OB interneurons are a good model for studying the modi-

fication of neural circuits by sensory inputs from the

external world during the postnatal stages. OB interneurons

are generated throughout life in the subventricular zone,

migrate along the rostral migratory stream and differentiate

into GABA-releasing inhibitory interneurons, such as

granule cells (GCs) and periglomerular cells (PGCs), in the

OB [60–64] (Fig. 3a). Olfactory sensory deprivation or,

alternatively, an odor-rich environment can promote sup-

pression or acceleration, respectively, of dendritic mor-

phogenesis and spine formation in newborn OB

interneurons [65–71]. However, little is known about the

molecular players or the precise mechanisms that integrate

odor-induced activity with the developmental processes of

OB interneurons.

Using DNA microarray technology and in situ

hybridization screenings, our group (S. Yoshihara) newly

identified a transcription factor coding gene, neuronal Per/

Arnt/Sim domain protein 4 (Npas4), which is expressed in
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a subset of OB GCs following sensory experience [71].

Npas4 is an immediate early gene activated by neuronal

activity via Ca2?-dependent signaling pathways [72]. The

transcription factor Npas4 promotes the formation of

inhibitory synapses in the developing visual system [72]

and controls the homeostatic inhibitory/excitatory balance

that regulates visual cortical plasticity [73]. Moreover,

Npas4 interacts with several promoters that are regulated

by neuronal activity and mediates BDNF (brain-derived

neurotrophic factor) expression in cortical pyramidal and

hippocampal CA3 neurons [72, 74–76]. We performed

gain- and loss-of-function experiments for the Npas4 gene

in OB GCs, based on lentiviral gene transfer. Npas4

overexpression in newborn OB GCs increased the spine

density even under sensory deprivation [71]. Furthermore,

Npas4 overexpression increased the number of puncta

stained by either post-synaptic [post-synaptic density pro-

tein 95 (PSD-95) or gephyrin] or pre-synaptic (synapto-

porin) markers in the distal region of GC dendrites [71].

Conversely, both Npas4 knockdown and knockout signifi-

cantly reduced the spine density of OB GCs [71]. These

results strongly suggest that Npas4 is both necessary and

sufficient on its own for increasing sensory input-depen-

dent synaptogenesis in OB GCs.

To identify the target genes through which Npas4 reg-

ulates synaptogenesis in OB interneurons, we performed

ChIP-Seq analysis in homogenized OB tissues using the

antibody against Npas4 and searched for the gene promoter

regions that Npas4 can bind to. As a result, we identified, as

a novel target of Npas4, an oncogenic E3 ubiquitin ligase

Mdm2 gene that is expressed at low levels in the wild-type

OB but at higher levels in the Npas4-knockout OB [71].

Thus, we expected that Npas4 would suppress Mdm2 gene

expression. The results of gain-of-function and knockdown

experiments for Mdm2 using the lentiviral vector system

showed that overexpression and knockdown of Mdm2

reduced and enhanced, respectively, the spine density of

GC dendrites compared with controls [71], thereby con-

firming Mdm2 as a bona fide target gene of Npas4 whose

expression is indeed suppressed by Npas4. To identify the

protein targets through which Mdm2 regulates synaptoge-

nesis in the OB interneurons, we next searched for those

proteins expressed differentially between wild-type and

two Npas4-knockout OB by iTRAQ quantitative pro-

teomics analysis. Proteomics and cell-line analysis

revealed that Mdm2 ubiquitinates and promotes degrada-

tion of a microtubule-associated protein, doublecortin

(Dcx) [71]. Immunohistochemistry studies revealed that

the expression of Dcx protein in GC dendrites within both

the external proximal layer and the GC layer was twofold

lower in the Npas4-knockout OB than in the wild-type OB

[71]. Furthermore, overexpression and knockdown of Dcx

using the lentiviral vector system enhanced and reduced,

respectively, the spine density of GC dendrites compared

with controls [71]. These results reveal that Dcx plays an

important role in increasing the dendritic spine density of

the OB GCs. Taken together, our findings suggest that

Npas4 inhibits Mdm2 expression, which in turn prevents

ubiquitination and degradation of Dcx, thereby promoting

the development of dendritic spines of OB GCs after sen-

sory experience (Fig. 3b).

To reveal the physiological function of spine formation

in OB GCs, we examined the odor discrimination learning

Fig. 3 Odor input-dependent spine formation mediated by the

transcription factor neuronal Per/Arnt/Sim domain protein 4 (Npas4)

in the olfactory bulb (OB) interneurons. a Neural stem cells that will

differentiate into OB interneurons are generated throughout life in the

subventricular zone and migrate along the rostral migratory stream

into the OB. After the stem cells arrive at the OB, they differentiate

into interneurons and are incorporated into the pre-existing neural

circuit. During incorporation, dendritic arbors and spines are formed.

b In wild-type OB, odor inputs can induce Npas4 expression, which

suppresses the Mdm2 expression. The suppression of Mdm2 promotes

the spine formation of OB interneurons mediated by doublecortin

(Dcx). Alternatively in Npas4-knockout OB, loss of Npas4 expression

upregulates the expression of Mdm2, which ubiquitinates Dcx,

leading to the degradation of Dcx and a reduction in the dendritic

spine density of OB interneurons
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and memory in OB-specific Npas4-knockout mice gener-

ated by the Cre and loxP system. Loss of Npas4 in OB GCs

was found to impair the learning of discrimination between

two related odors without affecting the olfactory detection

ability [71]. This result suggests that spine formation in

interneuronal dendrites in the OB neural circuitry is

required for odor-associated learning and memory. Hence,

through the regulation of activity-dependent synapse

development in OB GCs, Npas4 can play an important role

in the formation of functional olfactory learning neuronal

circuits.

FLRT3 is a Robo1-interacting protein
that determines Netrin-1 attraction in developing
axons

Axon guidance is the process by which axons navigate to

encounter their appropriate synaptic partner within the

developing nervous system. Together with neuron migra-

tion, axon guidance is one of the most important hallmarks

of nervous system development, and much study on this

process has rendered many important clues of how it is

wired and functions. Results obtained from different ani-

mal models have revealed many of the basic principles and

the molecular mechanisms involved in the process of axon

guidance [77–79]. For example, the tip of the axon has a

protrusion, called the ‘‘growth-cone,’’ which is a very

motile structure actively exploring the environment for

cues that ‘‘guide’’ the axons to reach the proper target.

Many of these axon guidance cues have been characterized,

and they include five large families, namely, the Netrin,

Slit, Ephrin, Semaphorin and classical morphogen families.

These cues are sensed by the growth cone through specific

receptors located at the surface of the cone, and the

receptors activate intracellular signaling cascades which

ultimately modify cytoskeleton dynamics. This leads to an

attractive or a repulsive response, depending on the cellular

context and the type of axon guidance cue and receptor

involved. Axon guidance is not continuous but rather a

step-wise process in which axons encounter intermediate

targets (e.g. the nervous system midline), where they have

to make guidance decisions. One intermediate target

affects the response to the next one by changing, for

example, the composition of receptors at the surface of the

growth cone [77, 80]. Moreover, the guidance of a partic-

ular set of axons is tightly controlled in time and space and

very often is exquisitely coordinated with the migration of

other axons or neurons [81]. Interestingly, the molecular

mechanisms of axon guidance are not restricted to the

nervous system, and they have also been found to be

involved in the development of other systems, such as the

vascular system (see following section).

Strikingly, the number of cues and receptors involved in

axon guidance is relatively low compared to the enormous

complexity of the nervous system. Mechanisms of prote-

olytic cleavage of these proteins, posttranslational modifi-

cations, alternative splicing or the presence of co-receptors

have been described to fine tune and expand the responses

of a particular axon to the environment [80, 82, 83]. More

recently, it has been reported in many different contexts

that the combination of several axon guidance cues triggers

a response that cannot be predicted by the response to any

of the cues individually, indicating that axon guidance cues

are able to crosstalk. The mechanisms underlying such

crosstalk are not known, but this is currently a field of very

active research in molecular neurobiology since this is a

scenario that resembles more accurately the in vivo situa-

tion where axons are challenged with a combination of

cues [84]. Also, these studies most probably will provide

new insights which will further our understanding of the

process of axon guidance and nervous system wiring and

function. In this section, recent research carried out by our

group (J. Egea; see [85] for further information) will be

discussed. This work has elucidated the crosstalk mecha-

nism of two of the most well-characterized axon guidance

cues, netrin and slit, in the development of the thalamo-

cortical axons (TCAs). TCAs convey sensory (with the

exception of olfaction) and motor information to the neo-

cortex. They are arranged topographically, with rostral

thalamic neurons projecting their axons into the motor

cortex and intermediate and caudal thalamic neurons pro-

jecting their axons into the somatosensory and visual cor-

tex, respectively. This arrangement is controlled by

gradients of axon guidance cues in a ventral structure

called the corridor which sorts the axons according to their

final destination [86] (Fig. 4). Rostral TCAs (rTCAs) cross

an area in the corridor with the higher expression levels of

Netrin, which can be either repulsive if Netrin interacts

with Unc5 receptors or attractive if it interacts with DCC

receptors, and of Slit, which interacts with Robo receptors,

typically triggering repulsion. In order to understand how

rTCAs integrate these two signals, we challenged in vitro

explant cultures of rostral thalamus with Netrin and Slit,

either individually or in combination (Netrin ? Slit). Sur-

prisingly, Netrin did not induce any effect, whereas Slit

induced repulsion on these axons. Interestingly,

Netrin ? Slit triggered a net attractive response on rTCAs

but not on intermediate axons (iTCAs), a result that may

explain the segregation of the two types of projection

in vivo [87]. In order to understand the mechanisms

involved in the specific attraction of rTCAs towards

Netrin ? Slit, we performed several in vivo and in vitro

experiments. We demonstrated that the axon guidance

receptor Robo1, but not Robo2, was necessary for the

attractive effect, suggesting that Slit was activating its
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canonical receptor in this context. We also observed that

Netrin ? Slit induced a strong increase of the DCC levels

on the surface of the growth cone on rTCAs but not on

Robo1 knockout rTCAs, suggesting that Robo1 signaling is

required. This effect was specific since it was neither

observed after the stimulation with Slit or Netrin individ-

ually, nor in iTCAs stimulated with Netrin ? Slit. Taken

together, these results strongly indicated that increased

DCC levels are required for the attractive response trig-

gered by Netrin ? Slit in rTCAs. Surprisingly, basal levels

of DCC, Robo1 and Unc5 were not different between

rTCAs and iTCAs, suggesting that a different molecular

identity, specific to rTCAs, was responsible for the dif-

ferent behavior towards Netrin ? Slit stimulation between

rTCAs and iTCAs. In our search for possible candidates we

focused on the family of fibronectin leucine-rich trans-

membrane proteins (FLRT). This family comprises three

members (FLRT1–3), all of which have been shown to be

involved in a wide variety of functions, including cell

adhesion during morphogenesis of the early mouse embryo

[88–90], neuronal differentiation [91, 92], regulation of

radial migration of pyramidal cells in the cortex by acting

as repulsive cues for Unc5 receptors [93, 94], in the control

of tangential dispersion of pyramidal cells in the cortex by

homophyllic adhesion [95] and in synapse development

[96]. Among these, we observed that FLRT3 displayed a

graded expression in the thalamus, from rostral-high to

caudal-low. Moreover, we found Robo1 to be one of the

candidates for binding to the intracellular domain of

FLRT3 in a yeast-two hybrid screening, an interaction that

we were able to confirm by co-immunoprecipitation and

co-localization assays in transfected cells and in cultures of

rTCAs. Based on these observations, we considered the

possibility that FLRT3 could participate in the attraction of

rTCAs towards Netrin ? Slit. To test this possibility, we

used FLRT3 knockout explants and observed that the

increase in surface DCC levels upon Slit ? Netrin stimu-

lation did not occur in this experimental context and that

FLRT3 knockout rTCAs were not attracted to Netrin ? -

Slit, demonstrating that FLRT3 plays a key role in this

attractive response. We reasoned that if FLRT3 was suffi-

cient to trigger this effect, overexpression of FLRT3 in

iTCAs, where FLRT3 expression is normally low, should

lead these axons to respond to Netrin ? Slit and acquire

the projection behavior of rTCAs. Indeed, when FLRT3

was overexpressed in iTCAs, these axons switched their

projection into more rostral areas of the cortex, where

usually only rTCAs project. Consistent with this observa-

tion, rTCAs were found to be more fasciculated in FLRT3

knockout embryos, with a significant number of axons

spreading towards medial parts of the cortex. How FLRT3

regulates the attraction towards Netrin ? Slit is not clear,

but we believe that the interaction with Robo1 changes the

intracellular signaling in rTCAs in two ways: on the one

hand, FLRT3 inhibits Robo1 repulsive signaling (indeed,

the observed repulsion effect of rTCAs towards Slit alone

is mediated by Robo2 and not by Robo1), while on the

other hand, FLRT3 cooperates with Robo1 in the activation

of DCC receptor trafficking to the growth cone surface, an

effect that requires the activation of protein kinase A

(PKA) signaling. We suggest there is a ‘‘threshold’’ of

PKA activity that is achieved upon Slit stimulation through

Robo1–FLRT3 and this threshold activity may induce an

increase (although undetectable) of surface DCC levels.

When Netrin is applied, Netrin binding to DCC raises the

level of PKA activity sufficiently high to potentiate a

positive feedback loop that induces a further increase of

DCC, as previously reported [97].

In summary, these results demonstrate the key role of

FLRT3 in the control of, specifically, rTCA projections

(see Fig. 4). The presence of FLRT3 and the modulation of

Robo1 signaling results in Slit being a permissive cue for

Netrin to induce attraction. These axons respond to

Netrin ? Slit in a manner (attraction) that cannot be pre-

dicted by the effects of individual cues (Netrin, no effect;

Slit, repulsion). This observation reinforces the notion that

mechanisms of crosstalk between axon guidance cues are

important to expand the repertoire of axonal responses

during development of the nervous system. Crosstalk

depends on the presence of specific molecular identities as,

Fig. 4 Integration of Netrin and Slit1 signaling by rostal thalamo-

cortical axons (rTCAs) at the corridor requires fibronectin leucine-rich

transmembrane protein-3 (FLRT3) for proper topographic projection.

Schema of a horizontal section of the developing mouse brain

showing the topographic distribution of the thalamocortical projec-

tions and the gradients from rostral-high to caudal-low of the

molecules discussed in the main text: Slit1 and Netrin in the corridor

and FLRT3 in the thalamus. rTCAs require high levels of FLRT3 that

in combination with Robo1 activates protein kinase A (PKA)

signaling and triggers an increase in DCC (deleted in colorectal

cancer) levels at the surface of the growth cone to permit the

attraction of these axons by Netrin towards the rostral neocortex.

iTCAs Intermediate axons. Adapted from Leyva-Dı́az et al. [85]

(color figure online)
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for example, FLRT3 in the rTCAs, which are regulated in

time and space. It is important to point out that crosstalk is

also context dependent since the same molecules can exert

different effects in different tissues. For example, Netrin

and Slit interact differently in callosal and commisural

axons compared to rTCAs. In callosal axons in the fore-

brain, DCC, while crossing the midline to project into the

contralateral cortex, exerts a hierarchical effect over Robo1

by inhibiting Robo1 signaling to allow crossing of the

midline, a territory highly enriched with Slit [98]. In con-

trast, in the commissural axons of the spinal cord that have

crossed the floor-plate, a territory highly enriched with

Netrin, into the contralateral side, Robo1 exerts a hierar-

chical effect over DCC by inhibiting Netrin attraction to

avoid re-crossing of axons [99].

Roles of the FLRT and Unc5 protein families
proteins in the development of the nervous
and vascular systems

The vasculature forms an elaborated and massive network,

much like the nervous system, through which oxygen and

nutrients are supplied to all body tissues. During develop-

ment and remodeling, arteries and veins are first formed by

vascular endothelial cells and then supported by smooth

muscle cells and pericytes [100, 101]. Tip cells, a subset of

endothelial cells, undergo sprouting angiogenesis, leading

to the formation of capillaries. Similar to the growth cone

in neurons, these cells sense the extracellular environment

(e.g. extracellular matrix, growth factors and guidance

molecules) to determine their fate (e.g. growth/extension,

retraction or diversion). It is well known that canonical

axon guidance molecules, such as Netrin and Unc5, Slit

and Robo, Semapholins and Neuropilin/Plexin, Ephrin

and Eph, are also commonly identified during vascular sys-

tem development [79, 102].

Unc5 family proteins (Unc5A-D) are known as the

receptors for Netrin family proteins to induce axon repulsion

during nervous system development (Fig. 5a). In the vas-

cular system, the Unc5B receptor is expressed on endothelial

cells, including arterial tip cells (Fig. 5b) [103]. However,

the endogenous ligand for Unc5B in the vascular system is

still unknown (see below), and its identification has been a

major focus of ongoing research in the field of vascular

development since the discovery of the importance of Unc5B

in vascular morphogenesis more than a decade ago [103]. In

this section of the review, potential ligands for Unc5B during

vascular development based on the phenotypes of various

knockout mice are discussed by S. Yamagishi.

Lu et al. reported that Unc5B is specifically expressed

on the endothelial cells of arteries and that disruption of

Unc5B genes in the mouse and zebrafish induces an

aberrant morphology of tip-cell fillopodia, increased vessel

branching and abnormal navigation of vascular network

development [103]. Larrivée et al. demonstrated that

Unc5B is transiently expressed during the sprouting of

capillaries from tumor implants, indicating involvement of

Unc5B in angiogenesis [104]. In retinal blood vessels, loss-

of-function studies using the antibody or gene knockout

against Unc5B demonstrated hypervascularization [105].

Furthermore, most of the conventional Unc5B knockout

mice die because of heart failure at embryonic day (E) 12.5

[103]. Navankasattusas et al. subsequently reported that

even selective knockout of Unc5B in vascular endothelial

cells, using Tie2-Cre mice and Unc5B-floxed mice, is

lethal at the same stage as the conventional one because of

a placental problem: the number of robust vertical vessel

stalks in the placental labyrinth layer is decreased in the

conditional Unc5B knockout mice [106]. Taken together,

these results support a critical role for Unc5B in vascula-

ture formation. By contrast, although in vitro experiments

have shown that classical Unc5B ligands, namely Netrin-1,

-4 and Robo-4, exert an Unc5B-dependent repulsive effect

on tip cells, knockout mice of these ligands demonstrate

only minor hypervascularization [103, 105, 107–109] and

do not suffer from heart failure as do Unc5B knockout mice

[103]. These results imply the existence of other endoge-

nous ligands for the Unc5B receptor for proper vascular

development.

In the context of nervous system development, in 2011

we identified FLRT2 and FLRT3 as axon guidance mole-

cules that produce a repulsive effect by binding to the

Unc5B and 5D receptors (Fig. 5a; see preceding section)

[94]. Structural and biochemical bases for the FLRT–Unc5

binding were recently resolved by crystallography and the

surface plasmon resonance assay [95]. FLRT2 and FLRT3

are cleaved at their extracellular juxtamembrane region by

matrix metalloproteinases, and the ectodomains are shed

into the extracellular space (Fig. 5b). Binding of the

FLRT2 ectodomain to the Unc5D receptor is a repulsive

cue for axon guidance and neuronal migration. At E15.5 in

mice, FLRT2 is strongly expressed in the cortical plate of

the developing neocortex, while its receptor Unc5D is

expressed in multipolar neurons, namely, future upper

layer neurons, in the subventricular zone. Knockout of

FLRT2 facilitates the radial migration of multipolar neu-

rons whereas overexpression of Unc5D slows the migration

[94]. Thus, the repulsive cue produced by the FLRT2–

Unc5D interaction would slow radial migration. Intrigu-

ingly, Unc5D expression in multipolar neurons is tran-

siently downregulated when the neurons migrate through

the FLRT2-rich cortical plate, presumably in order to avoid

FLRT2 binding [94]. In contrast, FLRT3 is expressed

especially in the intermediate zone of the neocortex and the

rostral part of the thalamus in E15 mice [85, 95]. Unc5B-
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positive thalamic neurons are strongly repelled by FLRT3

[95]. The FLRT3–Robo1 coupling in rostral thalamocor-

tical neurons plays an important role in the proper topo-

graphical projection of their axons into the neocortex (see

preceding section).

In the embryonic cardiovascular system, FLRT2 is

expressed in the epicardial sheet and the myocardium of

the heart from E9.5 to birth, whereas FLRT3 is transiently

expressed in these structures between E9.5 and E12.5 [90].

FLRT3 is also expressed in the postnatal retina during

development of Unc5B-expressing retinal blood vessels

[95]. Mice with a loss-of-function mutation in FLRT2 die

at E11.5/12.5 due to blood pooling, superficial hemorrhage

and pericardial edema [90]. In FLRT2-deficient mice, the

basement membrane between the epicardium and the

myocardium is disorganized, and the epicardial layer is

detached from the myocardium, indicating loss of epicar-

dial integrity [90]. Electron microscopy analysis showed

that the surface of the epicardium in the FLRT2 mutant is

ruffled and uneven and has small hollows [90]. This phe-

notype shares similarity with that of the FLRT3 knockout

embryo in more primitive embryonic structures, in which

the basement membrane in the anterior visceral endoderm

is highly disorganized and the hollows on the boundary

between the visceral endoderm and the definitive endoderm

are visible at the mid-streak stage at around E7 [88]. When

FLRT2 was ectopically overexpressed in the FLRT3-defi-

cient embryoid bodies, the basement membrane disorga-

nization was clearly improved [90]. Thus, these results

indicate that FLRT2 and FLRT3 have an identical function.

Although both Unc5B and FLRT2 mutant mice die at

similar developmental stages, the phenotypes of these

mutant mice differ somewhat. For example, the thin heart

muscle wall in the FLRT2 mutant is not observed in Unc5B

knockout mice, whereas the placental vascular defect in

Unc5B knockout mice is absent in the FLRT2 mutant [90,

106]. We have also observed that overexpression of a

dominant negative form of Unc5B, lacking its intracellular

domain, in arterial endothelial cells in vitro does not block

repulsive responses of the cells induced by FLRT2 (un-

published data). Conditional knockout mice of FLRT3,

another candidate for the Unc5B ligand, produced using

Sox2–Cre, which removes all of the FLRT3 genes in the

entire embryo and in the labyrinth layer of the placenta,

showed a hypervascular phenotype in the retina, similar to

that seen in Unc5B knockout postnatal escaper mice [95,

107]. However, these FLRT3 conditional knockout mice

are more likely to be born beyond the critical period when

Fig. 5 a Binding partners of

FLRT and Unc5 family

proteins. FLRT2, -3, Robo4 and

Netrin1, -4 are the ligands for

Unc5 receptors inducing

repulsive responses in cells.

FNIII Fibronectin type III

domain, LRR leucine-rich repeat

domain. b Interaction of

FLRT2, -3 with Unc5B, -D on

blood vessels and neurons.

FLRT2, -3 are cleaved by

matrix metalloproteinase (at the

site indicated by the scissors).

Binding of the ligands to Unc5

receptors normally induces

repulsive reactions in tip cells

and neurons (color

figure online)
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most Unc5B knockout mice die [95]. Therefore, neither

FLRT2 nor FLRT3 seems to be the unique endogenous

ligand for Unc5B. Further analysis using knockout mice of

both FLRT2 and FLRT3 or other unknown molecules is

needed to identify the endogenous ligand for Unc5B.

Conclusion

In this review, we have mainly focused on nervous system

development and attempted to elucidate its principles in

terms of ion channels, intracellular signaling, transcription

factors and axon guidance molecules. We have also dis-

cussed a similar regulation of vascular system development

mediated by the same axon guidance molecules. For each

molecular category mentioned in this review, there are a

tremendous number of molecular subtypes. Nevertheless,

some common schemes and principles can clearly be seen

in the modes of crosstalk and interactions between different

proteins and/or signaling cascades and also in the modes of

cellular movement and morphological changes during the

system development. We hope that the topics discussed in

this review also provide some clues to the developing

processes of other biological systems, such as the lym-

phatic, respiratory, digestive systems, among others, which

are also complex and highly regulated in amazing ways.
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